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FINISHES MADE WELL

For us, Making WELL is creating furntiure that gives 

more than it takes, moving beyond just minimising our 

negative impacts and ensuring that we deliver a positive 

impact for both the environment and our health and 

wellbeing.

We believe that it is only when we consider the materials 

we use, the way we design, the quality of our making, 

how we manufacture and distribute, and what happens 

to our furniture at the end of its life, that we can create 

something that is truly Made WELL.

Our Made WELL Sustainability Report is available for 

download from our website or email us to request a 

SPECIFICATION

Top: Solid Sycamore / Solid Oak / Solid   

Walnut

Frame: Solid Sycamore / Solid Oak / Solid   

Walnut / Solid Ash 

Upholstery: Natural Wool / COM 

Finishes: Sycamore Whitened Oil / Ash Grey   

Tinted Oil / Oak Whitened Oil / Walnut 

Clear Oil

We also offer a timber backless bench.

TRANSPARENT HEALTHY PRODUCTS

For complete transparency, our solid timber furniture 

has Red List Free and Declare labelling – an 

internationally recognised ingredients list for products 

that shows where it comes from, what is made of and 

where it goes at the end of its life. Red List Free means 

that it contains no harmful toxic chemicals and meets the 

standards for WELL certified buildings. 

Finished with low VOC natural hard wax oil

100% natural upholstery with organic latex, organic coir, 

organic wool 

Upholstered in Benchmark Natural Fabric collection or 

customers own fabric - we recommend using naturally fire 

retardent fabrics to avoid use of chemicals

DIMENSIONS

Sycamore

 Whitened Oil

Walnut Clear OilOak Whitened Oil

59.84” W x 19.29” D x 31.61" H
Seat: 18.5" H

INFO@ANTHOMDESIGNHOUSE.COM 917 722 1038

LIST PRICE STARTS
$11,130


